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The best free typing apps you may not know about may be adding to
your knowledge. Add to that ability and you’ve got yourself a great
learning opportunity. The best app we’ve found is called the Wannai
app. First of all, users need to download the software from the given
link given below. When users do that, they need to install it in their

computers. Once the software is installed, users can see their typing
speed in Hindi. In the next step, users need to pick up the template.
They can select a template from “font” category, “pattern” category
and “style” category. Then, they need to add the text to be typed in
English. The typing speed in Hindi will then be determined and users
will be able to see it in Hindi also. They can practice typing Hindi by
selecting the correct Hindi words from the provided dictionary. This

way, users can learn typing in Hindi. This program is available with the
name of Jr Hindi Typing Tutor in the Play Store. So, users will need to

download the same from the official website of the software. Once the
download is done, users have to move to the location where they have

saved the file and have to launch the same. Then, once the install is
done, the software will start. As soon as you launch the software, the
first thing you can do is to add any amount of words to your typing
dictionaries in Hindi and English. Next, you need to set the typing

speed at which you want to practice typing. Next, you need to set the
language for which you want to have a typing assessment. Next, you

can upload your own tests and use them for practice. Next, you will be
asked to choose the style of the test that you have. Choose from the
provided options. Next, you can choose whether you want the test to
be timed or not. The test will then be ready for you to start practicing

typing in Hindi.
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Soni Typing Tutor lets you learn Hindi typing in Hindi and/or English. The
program consists in different customizable typing tests in both languages.
It is divided into 3 sections: Learn typing, Type test and Type test B and C.

First, you need to select the type of test you want to take. Each of them
has different options, starting from the language you want to use (Hindi or

English). Once you have selected the appropriate language, you can
choose among a variety of tests, such as data entry, free typing and

others. Also, you can set the duration of each test between one minute
and one hour, depending on the type of test. You can also upload your
own tests. Hindi is quite a different language from English, and you will

need to approach typing it in a different manner. As such, the three
different sections consist of a Learn typing section, and a Typing test

section that contains two parts, A and B. Tests in A are associated with
materials on Hindi grammar and literature while Tests in B are associated

with Hindi daily life, so you will encounter a variety of data on the
language and daily life. Typing test A focuses more on spelling, while

typing test B focuses more on sentence structure and grammar. Typing
Tutor is like your virtual typing tutor. You can practice on-the-go with the
app. It has a built-in dictionary and grammar book to help you practice
and improve your typing skills. You can perform data entry while using

this program to practice the speed of your typing. You can easily edit and
modify the grammar book as you learn new words. Type test A is to test
your written and listening skills. It can help you to improve on your oral

communication skills. Typing test B is to test your understanding of
different topics like lifestyles, songs, general knowledge, travel, etc. Jr
Hindi Typing Tutor Full Version Free Download With Keyl Hindi Typing

Tutor is able to help you in improving your skills in typing. You can test
your knowledge on Hindi grammar and literature. You can also practice on-
the-go while using this app. In Hindi Typing Tutor you will be provided with

a feedback of your level of improvement. You can upgrade your
vocabulary using the built-in language dictionary. 5ec8ef588b
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